
A highly motivated and adaptable Amazon Virtual Assistant with 6 
months of experience, gained while working with the esteemed Amazon 
agency, Axesell in Islamabad, possessing strong teamwork skills and a 

hard-working attitude, I am well-equipped to provide high-quality 
support to Amazon sellers. My experience has allowed me to develop 

expertise in navigating the Amazon platform and a deep understanding 
of the needs of Amazon sellers. I am confident in my ability to deliver 

out standing result and support the growth of Amazon businesses.

Profile

Links
  https://www.fiverr.com/s2/0dd47710f8
fiverr: -

facebook: -
https://www.facebook.com/prof 

ile.php?id=100071753446147

Skills
Amazon  account creation
Product Research
A+/EBC Listing creation
Brand Approval

A-Z Account handling for Private Label & Whole Sale

Soft skills
Adaptability
Hard Work
Ability to work in a Team
Consistency

Courses
Virtual Assistant from Digiskills.pk
7/2022  to  10/2022
Amazon FBA Whole Sale from Enablers.org
12/2022  to  02/2023

References
Available upon request.

Mudassir
Hussain

Amazon FBA Whole 
Sale & Private Label VA

rmhussain11@gmail.com
+92-324-7669273

Multan, Punjab, Pakistan

Education
Intermediate (F.SC), Allama 

Iqbal Higher Secondary 
School, Shujaabad, Multan.

06/2018  to  05/2020
I completed my high school diploma (F.SC) by securing 
61% marks with 1st division from Allama Iqbal Higher 
Secondary School, Shujaabad, Multan. this diploma 

certifies that I have successfully completed a rigorous 
academic program, and have acquired a solid 
foundation in the subjects essential for higher 

education or my future career.
 

The diploma from Allama Iqbal Higher Secondary 
School is a significant achievement, and I am 

proud of the effort I have put into earning it. It will 
open many doors for me in the future. Whether I 
attend college, enter the workforce, or pursue a 
trade this diploma will serve as evidence of my 

abilities and as a reminder of my proudest 
accomplishment.

Internships
Product research 

specialist at Axesell, 
Islamabad

10/2022  to  12/2022

Languages
English:  Good command

Urdu:  Native


